Deliver consistency across mobile and website with

Progressive Web App
Development Services
Ramping up your mobile user experience with a highly
performant and cost-effective progressive web
application.

Get native-like Performance
with PWA
Notch up your business to a new level with Simform’s next-gen progressive web
application development services. Render a native-alike application performance
over the web browser through a cost-effective development technology.

Businesses switching to PWAs notice
a decrease in page loading speed of
up to 10 times

The global progressive web
application market is estimated to
reach a value of $10.44 billion by
2027 at a CAGR of 31.9%

PWAs are reliable and load
instantly, even in uncertain
network conditions, and provide
an engaging, immersive, app-like
user experience on mobile
devices.
Peter Tsai
Head of Technology Insights
at Spiceworks Ziff Davis

Progressive Web App
Development
Get the best of native-like experience on multiple platforms with a single code with
Simform’s progressive web application development services. A cutting-edge
technology that can perform faster, works offline and is much more secure than
traditional apps.
Get offline functionality for your mobile apps in areas with slow internet
connections.
Offer a richer experience than native applications.
More conversion rates through push notifications and utilization of home-screen
shortcuts.
Saves time and money during development and maintenance.

Progressive Web App UI Design
A highly responsive user interface with rich designs is the key to success for a
progressive web application. Get smooth transitions across your app through
dynamic menu interfaces, fluid page elements, and out-of-the-box designs with our
expert team of PWA UI/UX designers.

Since we shipped the new
experience, mobile web has become
the top platform for new signups. And
for fun, in less than 6 months since
fully shipping, we already have 800
thousand weekly users using our PWA
like a native app
Issac Sacolick
Contributing Editor, InfoWorld

Allow applications to run on both online
and offline modes.
Offers native-like experience on different
platforms with a single codebase.
Inexpensive and easy to modify in terms of
development and maintenance.
No installations are required from
Playstore or App Store.

Progressive Web App Migration
Progressive Web Applications are the call of the hour for companies focusing on
more conversion rate, user retention, and offering a rich user interaction and
experience. With our PWA team of experts, you can easily migrate your existing
native web applications as a PWA.
Allows applications to run on both online and
offline modes.
Offers native-like experience on different
platforms with a single codebase.
Inexpensive and easy to modify in terms of
development and maintenance.
No installations are required from Playstore
or App Store.

Companies that switch to PWA
notice an increase from at least
20% by up to 250%, which is a
significant difference that often
translates to increased revenue for
businesses.

Key Deliverables
Daily/weekly/monthly insights with measurable metrics and progress
reports.
End-to-end PWA application development.
Out-of-the-box UI/UX designs for increased user interaction and
conversion rate.
Smooth transitioning from native to PWAs with a secured data backup.

Ready for the next big leap?
Get your applications rolling with our cutting-edge
Progressive Web Application development services.
Schedule a 30 minute, no-cost consulting call now!

Call: (321) 237-2727
Email: hello@simform.com
www.simform.com

